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Forum knowledgebase search
Searched for: transistor bcx51.pdf, Found: 97 lines
	Subject	Text
	Horizontal deflection transistor	If mains fuse is OK, i assume that horizontal deflection transistor is short-circuit.
Is there an
	Daewoo 14" monitor horizontal control transistor c5801	Hi
I need to replace H out transistor c5801 to any other alternative as we are unable to get thi
	












	harman kardon avr 507 keeps popping power transistor ?	hi,
ive got a harman kardon avr 507 amplifier, trouble is the front, left, right and center are 
	lost transistor for main board for Toshiba TV CX28519	Hello, I was trying to repair a problem with thisToshiba TV CX 28519 chassis # 8915 and during my t
	transistor testing	Anyone know how to test an N-channel Mosfet transistor?
	Transistor part Number crossreference.	Can anyone give me a crossreference # to Rca SK,ECG.or NTE of this part #?B1320AS or (2SB1320A,AR).I
	Re: Daewoo 14" monitor horizontal control transistor c5	:idea: http://www.grupelektronik.com/entegre/sayfa01/ksc5801.pdf
	Re: monitor trouble	[quote:75dcb63558="gogo"]I have a problem with my monitor - the red color turned black and the green
	hitachi problems switching off	a message to all you people with these problems with your hitachi tvs take the back off you set chec
		Hi Ed,
I had a similar situation with a '70's Pioneer amp using similar NEC transistors. Over her
	KV-27HFR	AFTER AN ELECTRICAL STORM MY SONY KV-27HFR DIED. I GET 64 VOLT INSTEAD OF 135 VOLTS FROM THE POWER 
	aiwa cx-nwkt10hr	need for schematic diagram or service manual of aiwa audio system by
7-ch audio out and transistor
		have you checked the hot transistor.i should also check diodes etc on secondary side of chopper tran
		Check if you have 340Vdc across the big capacitor. It is just rectified ac. Maybe it will be more li
	i have a problem on Samsung cw336kq	:oops: i have a problem on SAMSUNG CW336KQ
There is no osciation but there is 110v in H.out transi
	Need help identifying components please.	I have a Creative Labs Inspire 6700 6.1 speaker system for my computer. I turned it on the other day
	Philips 29PT6231 Dead with stdby light blinking	Initially, Philips 29PT6231 set completely dead. No picture, no stdby light, no sound except for tic
	












		Based on your description, the diode in question is perfectly fine. I have never heard of it being c
		I'm not really familiar with DVD's players,but problems like this seems to be
to be on the power su
		I have seen the caps go leaky, basically turn into a resistor. it wont read shorted but when voltage
		OK Narrowing down the problem now.
Disconnected 150V line to FBT. Put in a 60W bulb dummy load over
	need service manual for TV Daewoo DSC-3270E	service manual for TV Daewoo DSC-3270E or transistor j6920
thank
	re; width problem	Dietrich, this ones a little harder, check solder connections in and around the horizontal output tr
		something i got from highland electrix
ICC17 CRT BASE SPARKS,LOPTX(HR8317) ADD 470PF2KV ACROSS LOPT
	Sony AE5 Chassis Nightmare!	Sony KV28FQ75A (AE5 Chassis).
This set came in with a blown chopper IC and 0R1 resistor and blown 
	a most siple ...	a most simple temperature interface is germanium transistor B,K, to multimeter.... but is better to 
	R418 and R424 always burn and damage	can you help me please, i was replace All IGBT transistor and several resistor but always failed (R4
		the problem is poer supply..........it is called smps power supply ...may be the transistor in smps 
		thats a transistor. if it were me I would look for where it came from.
look for a spot that has a
	repair	Hi after wait for long time , have to write here no one has given answer to my need , :oops:
some
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